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About our Research 
Background:
The purpose of our research project is to learn the effects 
that the new container parklet on Lonsdale and 17th 
Avenue have on its surrounding businesses. We worked in 
partnership with the City of North Vancouver through 
CityStudio.

Mini-Literature Reviews:
Based on our Mini-Literature Reviews, we stumbled upon a recurring issue; there was 
little to no research done on parklets in the past. We discovered that this is because 
parklets are still a relatively new concept in today’s world. 
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COVID-19: Restriction

- Due to last minute COVID-19 
restrictions being put into place before 
our survey roll-out, we had to alter our 
plan for administering our survey.

- Because of this last minute change of 
plans, we did not receive nearly as 
many responses as we had initially 
expected, having received responses 
from just 50% of contacted businesses.
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“How does the new container 
parklet impact local businesses 

economically/financially?”
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Methodology
Population: 

- Surrounding businesses of container parklets 

Sampling Strategy & size 
- Non-Probability, convenience sampling 
- 10 businesses along the block of Lonsdale Avenue & 17th Avenue 

Data Collection Procedure: 
- Respondent-based surveys through Google Forms 
- Total of 18 questions

- Open/closed-ended questions, likert scale, multiple choice, demographics
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Methodology 
Bias & Ethical Considerations 

- Attempt to contact as many businesses as possible, regardless of the business type
- Avoid questions that have a favourable response (sample size may be inclined to 

answering untruthfully to satisfy students) 
- Refrain from asking businesses about hard, quantifiable numerical data ($ of income 

increase or decrease) 
- Obtain approval by CityStudio & TOUR 327 Course Instructor 

Data Collection Plan: 
- Contact businesses on Lonsdale Ave & 17th Ave through telephone and/or email to distribute 

e-survey
- Data collected on Monday, November 9 + Tuesday, November 10 from 10:00am - 3:00pm 

(Convenience Sampling) 
- Conduct e-survey over the phone and email. Businesses are provided a direct link to the 

Google Form and input their answers 
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Methodology 
Data Analysis Technique

- Compile all results through Google Form 
- Looks at results by summary, questions & individual 
- Categorized by business type, identifying the average of results 

- Google Sheets/Excel to generate graphs as a visual aid 

Merits & Constraints
- Using “Google Business” to identify when is best to communicate with businesses 

- Provides business more time to focus on the survey and ensure they have prioritized their 
business prior to assisting students 

- Small sampling size of one-block radius, difficult to target more businesses and receive a greater 
response rate (Students were informed not to contact businesses along 1600 due to former 
communication issues) 

- Finding information regarding parklets was a challenge to due the concept being relatively new to 
the area. 
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OPQVJE2tO9k11yA56tasPU1_ijAPJvuB/preview


Respondent Profile
Businesses that we contacted include:

- Donair Dude 

- Starbucks 

- Modern Shoe Renew 

- Guido’s Barber Shop 

- Crystal Clean Laundromat 

- Vacuum Supermarket 

- Butterfly Naturopathic

- RBC

- Afsoon Beauty Salon 

- Apadana Travel
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Objective #1: To gain general insight on how 
the parklet economically/financially 

impacts the local businesses on the block of 
17th Avenue
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Key Search Results: Question 7 

In your opinion, has 
there been a positive 
or negative impact 
on your business 
since the installation 
of the container 
parklet on Lonsdale 
and 17th?
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Key Search Results: Question 8 

Has the container 
parklet's 
implementation on 
Lonsdale and 17th 
help increased foot 
traffic amidst the 
current pandemic 
crisis?
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Key Search Results: Question 9 

Is there a positive or 
negative change in 
the businesses’ 
finances/economic 
state since the 
parklet was 
installed?
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Key Search Results: Question 11

How has your profits 
changed since the 
installation of the 
container parklet 
(estimate):
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Key Search Results: Question 12 

In the future, would 
you consider 
container parklets a 
useful resource to 
your business?
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Objective #2: To determine if the presence 
of the parklet overall positively effects on all 

the surrounding businesses in general.
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Key Search Results: Question 13 

Would you prefer 
that the container 
parklets remain 
permanent or 
installed seasonally?
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Key Search Results: Question 14 

If you answered 
“permanent”, would 
your business 
consider becoming 
stewards of this 
public space?
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Key Search Results: Question 15 

In the future, how 
likely would you 
want more container 
parklets installed in 
this community?
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Objective #3: To gain accurate numerical 
data in order to conduct a financial analysis 
of the surrounding businesses before and 

after the installation of the parklet.
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Key Search Results: Question 9 

Is there a positive or 
negative change in 
the businesses’ 
finances/economic 
state since the 
parklet was 
installed?
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Key Search Results: Question 11

How has your profits 
changed since the 
installation of the 
container parklet 
(estimate):
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Research Results 
- The majority of the respondents are business owners that 

operate retail, food & beverage, beauty and essential 
services. 

- The majority of the businesses have no preference for the 
duration of the container parklets.

- Most businesses believe that foot traffic hasn’t increased 
dramatically due to the implementation of the container 
parklets. 

- The majority of the businesses have no interest in 
supporting the local initiative. 
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Shortcomings of the Research Study

- Communication structure between students and businesses due to the recent 
restriction by Provincial Health Officials 

- Unification of communication between students and businesses (provide a 
script that each student can refer to) 

- Develop questions that could enhance the connection between business and 
the container parklet 

- Call to Action to encourage businesses to become more familiar with the 
container parklet 

- Extend the radius of businesses in the surrounding area 
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Recommendations 

- Promote the use of container parklets to surrounding 
businesses 

- Have the container parklets only available during the 
warmer months

- Hire a clean-up team to ensure parklet is clean and covid 
safe 

- Encourage enterprises to participate in the use and 
maintenance of the container parklets
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Future Research 
- Use more/widen  candidate selection to collect more data 
- In person surveying may give us optimal results 

- Going over the survey in person 

- Introducing our team in person, may give a better optic perception 

of what we are trying to research. 

- Covid-19 restrictions could vary in the future making 
research procedure hard to predict. 

- Next research objective could be to find out why or why 
not businesses are making neutral to no change in their 
revenue due to the parklet. 
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Thank you! 

Any Questions?
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